FT 95 Non-contact thermometer

Innovative networking between smartphone and thermometer – With free “beurer HealthManager” and “beurer BabyCare” app

With Bluetooth® low energy technology - Keep track of your measurements at home and on the move

LED temperature alarm (green/yellow/red)

Contactless infrared clinical thermometer
Measures without skin contact - hygienic and safe
Measurement of forehead, object and room temperature in seconds
Particularly suitable for taking the temperature of babies and small children

Measurement range:
- Forehead temperature measurement: 34 °C bis 42.2 °C (93.2 °F bis 108 °F)
- Object temperature measurement: 0 °C bis 80 °C (32 °F - 176 °F)

Measurement accuracy:
- Forehead temperature measurement: ± 0.2 °C (± 0.4 °F)
- Object temperature measurement: ± 4% oder ± 2 °C (± 4 °F)

60 memory spaces (forehead measuring)
°C/F can be set
Display illumination (On/Off)
Sound control (On/Off)
Automatic switch off
Date and time
Incl. storage box
With battery changing indicator
Incl. 2 x 1.5V batteries AAA
Product measurements (LxWxH): 167.4 x 41.5 x 28 mm
Product weight: approx. 73.4 g
Medical device
5 year guarantee
Sales unit: 4 / Shipping carton: 8 x 4
EAN no.: 4211125 79511 5
Item no.: 795.11
CONNECTION

Innovative networking between smartphone and thermometer - keep track of your measurements at home and on the move. Easily synchronised with your smartphone via Bluetooth®.

Sync via Bluetooth®

List of supported devices

- iOS ≥ 9.0
- Android™ ≥ 5.0
- Bluetooth® ≥ 4.0

*tested online application "Beurer HealthManager" Cloud